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Coordinated Chance-constrained Optimization of
Multi-energy Microgrid System for Balancing

Operation Efficiency and Quality-of-service
Sidun Fang, Tianyang Zhao, Yan Xu, and Tianguang Lu

Abstract——To enhance the flexible interactions among multi‐
ple energy carriers, i.e., electricity, thermal power and gas, a co‐
ordinated programming method for multi-energy microgrid
(MEMG) system is proposed. Various energy requirements for
both residential and parking loads are managed simultaneously,
i.e., electric and thermal loads for residence, and charging pow‐
er and gas filling requirements for parking vehicles. The pro‐
posed model is formulated as a two-stage joint chance-con‐
strained programming, where the first stage is a day-ahead op‐
eration problem that provides the hourly generation, conver‐
sion, and storage towards the minimization of operation cost
considering the forecasting error of photovoltaic output and
load demand. Meanwhile, the second stage is an on-line schedul‐
ing which adjusts the energy scheme in hourly time-scale for
the uncertainty realizations. Simulations have demonstrated the
validity of the proposed method, i. e., collecting the flexibilities
of thermal system, gas system, and parking vehicles to facilitate
the operation of electrical networks. Sensitivity analysis shows
that the proposed scheme can achieve a compromise between
the operation efficiency and service quality.

Index Terms——Multi-energy microgrid system, operation effi‐
ciency, quality-of-service, joint chance-constrained program‐
ming.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the deployment of microgrid-scale distributed en‐
ergy resources (DERs), e. g., building photovoltaics

(PVs) and combined heat and power generators (CHPs) [1] -
[3], multiple energy carriers, e. g., electricity, gas, and ther‐
mal flows, are all coupled with each other in both stationary
and mobile applications [4]. By coordinately managing the
local DERs, the multi-energy microgrid (MEMG) [5] - [8] is
regarded as a powerful platform in many applications [9],
and becomes the key facility for interconnected multiple en‐
ergy systems [9] - [11]. In this manner, the optimal planning
and operation of MEMGs will play an important role in the
future reliable and efficient multiple energy systems. Various

studies have been investigated for the planning and opera‐
tion of different types of MEMGs, e.g., residential, commer‐
cial, industrial, agricultural MEMGs [12]. The optimal plan‐
ning of MEMGs has been addressed from the perspectives
of reliability, efficiency and emission [13], [14]. In [13] and
[15], an optimal expansion planning model for generators,
transmission networks, natural gas furnaces, and CHPs with‐
in the MEMG is proposed. In [14], a stochastic planning
model is proposed for wind power integrated MEMG. In
[16], 29 kinds of MEMG configurations have been reviewed.

In current research, the optimal operation of MEMGs has
been formulated as deterministic optimization problems [17]-
[22] or robust/stochastic optimization problems [23]-[28] de‐
pending on whether the uncertainties are considered. Without
considering the uncertainties during the scheduling horizon,
the deterministic optimization problems are to minimize the
cost and emission level and maximize the efficiency, through
the supply side management and demand-side management.
In [17], a static optimal energy flow is formulated for the
supply-side management to minimize the fuel cost, and
solved by an evolutionary algorithm. In [20], a game theoret‐
ic approach for integrated demand-side management in
MEMGs is proposed. In [21], a standardized matrix model‐
ing technique is proposed for the joint operation of supply-
side and demand-side resources, where a dynamic optimal
energy flow problem is formulated accordingly to maximize
the profit. In [22], the customer preferences and comfort lev‐
el are formulated as constraint sets. For more information on
the deterministic operation of various types of MEMGs, an
outstanding review is referred to [12].

Recently, to properly address the uncertainties, the optimal
operation of MEMGs can be formulated as robust [23], [24]
or stochastic optimization problems [25] - [28]. In the robust
optimization, the uncertainties are generally modeled as inter‐
vals and the operation scheme is obtained based on the
worst case. In [23], a day-ahead operation method is pro‐
posed for MEMGs to manage data uncertainties. In [24], the
bounded uncertainties of efficiency parameters are managed
by robust optimization. As for the stochastic optimization,
the uncertainties are modeled by probability distributions. In
[25], a medium-term timescale optimal operation model is
proposed to manage the uncertainties of wind power and
electricity prices. The uncertainties are modeled as scenarios,
and measured by conditional value at risk. In a demand re‐
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sponse and thermal energy market, [26] proposes a stochas‐
tic day-ahead optimization for the MEMG operation. In [27],
a price-based bi-level stochastic management method is pro‐
posed against the market price uncertainties. In [28], a risk-
averse and a risk-seeking day-ahead marketing strategies us‐
ing information gap decision-making theory are proposed to
address the uncertainties of wind power and load demand.
Generally, to manage the uncertainty of MEMG, the supply
side scheduling aims to mitigate the uncertainties [24] - [28]
and demand-side scheduling is used to improve the efficien‐
cy [26], [27]. More relative literatures can be referred to [9].

Some other literatures propose novel frameworks to facili‐
tate the coordination between the supply-side and demand-
side resources. In [29] and [30], an integrated coordinated
model is proposed for MEMG. In [31], a decomposition
framework is proposed to handle the coupling between the
electrical and thermal systems. In [32], a three-time-scale
control framework is proposed for the operation of MEMGs,
i.e., fast control of the electrical system, medium-speed con‐
trol of the gas system, and slow control of the thermal sys‐
tem. However, these works [29]-[32] are all deterministic op‐
timization, and the uncertainties during operation are not
considered.

Nowadays, to accommodate the integration of various di‐
rect current (DC) equipments, i.e., PV, battery and DC loads,
hybrid alternating current (AC)/DC microgrid becomes a use‐
ful tool [33], which makes the future MEMGs become hy‐
brid AC/DC ones. Additionally, with the maturity of power-
to-gas equipment [34], the electrical side and gas side of
MEMG are connected in both ways, which may further
bring flexibilities to the operation of MEMG. To coordinate
the thermal, electrical and gas energy in hybrid AC/DC
MEMG, a two-stage joint chance-constrained programming
problem is formulated, where the first stage is to balance the
operation efficiency of the supply side and service quality of
the demand-side in the day-ahead time-scale. The second
stage is proposed to address the uncertainty realizations. The
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: ①
a hybrid AC/DC MEMG dispatch framework is proposed
with interactions between electricity, thermal power and gas;
② an exact relaxation of bi-directional converter-linked
MEMG operation problem is given; ③ a two-time-scale opti‐
mal operation of MEMG is formulated as a joint chance-con‐
strained programming problem, which can balance the opera‐
tion efficiency and the quality of energy service.

This remainder of this paper is shown as follows. The hy‐
brid AC/DC MEMG is introduced in Section II. The two-
stage stochastic programming model is formulated in Section
III. The mathematical model and solving method are shown
in Section IV. The case study is performed and the simula‐
tion results are analyzed in Section V. Conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.

II. MEMG SYSTEM

The MEMG is generally an energy system with multiple
energy carriers [9], e.g., electrical and thermal flows. A typi‐
cal topology of MEMG is shown in Fig. 1. There are three
energy resources in the MEMG, i.e., PVs, electrical substa‐

tion, and gas pressure house. The PVs and substation inject
electricity into the MEMG via DC and AC buses, respective‐
ly. The gas pressure house injects gas into the MEMG to the
gas storage. Additionally, to improve the system flexibility, a
battery energy storage system (ESS) and two thermal storag‐
es are incorporated.

In this paper, the scheduling horizon is divided into equal
time step Dt, denoted by set T ={12T}. The proposed
operation method is formulated as a two-stage framework,
where the first stage is for the day-ahead time-scale, and the
second stage is for real-time scheduling, i.e., hourly schedul‐
ing. In the day-ahead operation (first stage), the hourly ener‐
gy scheme is provided considering the uncertainties, and
then in the second stage, the MEMG adjusts its scheduling
plan responding to the uncertainty of realizations in hourly
time-scale.

III. DAY-AHEAD SCHEDULING MODEL OF MEMGS

In this section, the day-ahead operation of MEMGs is for‐
mulated as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem, con‐
sidering the uncertainties of PV outputs, loads, prices, and
ambient temperatures. These uncertainties are modeled as
scenarios based on historical data or the forecasting results.
The problem is to balance the energy costs in the day-ahead
market and risks in the real-time operation, considering the
various constraints in both day-ahead operation and real-time
operation.

A. Objective Function

The objective is to minimize the excepted operation cost
f (xω) and the weight conditional value at risk (CVaR) of
operation cost:

min
xÎX

E ( )f (xω) + ρ ×CVaRα ( )f (xω) (1)

where x is the day-ahead scheduling of upstream utility grid
(UG) and CHP, i. e., x = {PUG (t) SU (t) SD (t) ICHP (t)}"t,

where SU (t), SD (t) and ICHP (t) are the start-up, shut down
and operation status of CHP, respectively; X is the set of
constraints; ω belongs to a finite probability space Ω, and Ω
is the uncertainty factor set with corresponding probabilities
πkk ÎΩ; ρ is the weight factor between the excepted opera‐
tion cost and CVaR; and α is the risk level, which means the
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Fig. 1. Hybrid AC/DC MEMG.
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probability Pr ( )f (xω)³CVaRα (f (xω)) = α. The operation

cost is depicted as:

f (xω)=∑
tÎ T

(λDA (t)PUG (t)+ cUSU (t)+ cDSD (t))+

πk

é

ë
ê∑

tÎ T
cv (t) vCHPk (t)+CVaRγ (λRT (t) pUGk (t))+

cESSc pESSck (t)+ cESSc pESSdck ( )t
ù

û
ú

(2)

where cU and cD are the start-up and shut-down costs of
CHP, respectively; vCHPk is the gas consumption of CHP;
λDA ( )t and λRT ( )t are day-ahead and real-time prices in the
electricity market, respectively; cv ( )t is the price of gas from
utility; γ is the confidence level; PUG ( )t and pUG ( )t are the
day-ahead and real-time energy trading plans between the
MEMG and UG, respectively; cESSc and cESSdc are the charg‐
ing and discharging costs of BESSs, respectively, which rep‐
resent the battery degradition cost; pESSc ( )t and pESSdc ( )t are
the charging and discharging rates of BESSs, respectively.

In (2), CVaRγ ( )λRT (t) pUGk ( )t represents the CVaR of ener‐

gy trading in the real-time market with a confidence level γ.
In this paper, the real-time market prices are assumed to fol‐
low normal distribution, i. e., λRT ( )t ÎN ( )-

λ RT (t) σRT (t) ,

where
-
λ RT ( )t and σRT ( )t are the expectation and standard de‐

iation of λRT ( )t , respectively. Without considering the correla‐
tion among real-time prices, the CVaR in the real-time mar‐
ket can be depicted as:

CVaRγ [ λRT (t) pUGk (t) ]= -
λ RT (t) pUGk (t)+

ϕ ( )VaRα

1- γ
σRT ( )t || pUGk ( )t (3)

where ϕ ( )x is the standard normal distribution function; and
VaRα is the value at risk of the standard normal distribution
function with the quantile-level α. As shown in (3), the sell‐

ing prices may be increased by
ϕ ( )VaRα

1 - γ
σRT ( )t , and vice versa.

The constraints of the day-ahead operation and real-time
operation are given in the following subsections.

B. Constraints of Day-ahead Operation

In the day-ahead operation, the constraints for PUG (t) "t
and SU (t) SD (t) ICHP ( )t are given as:

P min
UG £PUG (t)£P max

UG "t (4)

SU (t)- SD (t)= ICHP (t)- ICHP (t - 1) "t (5)

∑
i = t -UT + 1

t

SU ( )i £ ICHP (t) "tÎ{UTT} (6)

∑
i = t -DT + 1

t

SD ( )i £ 1- ICHP (t) "tÎ{UTT} (7)

where P min
UG and P max

UG are the minimal and maximal energy ex‐
changes between MEMG and UG, respectively; and UT and
DT are the minimal up and down durations of CHP, respec‐
tively. The energy exchange between the MEMG and UG is
given in (4). The up and down limitations of CHP together

with the minimal up and down durations of CHP are illus‐
trated in (5)-(7).

C. Constraints of Real-time Optimization

The constraints of the real-time operation include con‐
straints in the electrical system, constraints in the thermal
system, and constraints in the gas system, which are de‐
scribed as follows.
1) Constraints of Electrical System

Coupled by the AC/DC converters, the power balance at
the AC bus and DC bus are depicted as follows, considering
the conversion losses from AC bus to DC bus and from DC
bus to AC bus.

PUG (t)+ pUGk (t)+ ηCHPeνCHPk (t)+ ηD2A pD2Ak (t)= pACk ( )t +

pA2Dk (t)+ pP2Gk (t)+ pHVACk (t) "kt (8)

pESSdck (t)- pESSck (t)+ ηA2D pA2Dk (t)+ pPVk (t)=
pDCk (t)+ pD2Ak (t)+ pEVk (t) "kt (9)

where νCHPk (t) is the gas consumption of CHP; ηCHPe is the
electrical conversion efficiency of CHP; ηA2D and ηD2A are the
conversion efficiencies from AC bus to DC bus and from
DC bus to AC bus, respectively; pD2Ak (t) and pA2Dk (t) are
the energy transferred from AC bus to DC bus and DC bus
to AC bus during time slot t, respectively; pP2Gk (t) and
pHVACk (t) are the energy consumptions of the power-to-gas fa‐
cility and the heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC), respectively; pPVk (t) is the PV output during time
slot t; pP2Gk (t) is the power-to-gas rate; pACk (t) and pDCk (t)
are electrical demand on the AC bus and DC bus during
time slot t, respectively; and pEVk (t) is the charging rate of
electric vehicles (EVs). The power balance equations of AC
bus and DC bus are shown in (8) and (9), respectively.

The constraints for the bi-directional energy conversion be‐
tween AC and DC are shown as follows.

0£ pD2Ak (t)£ ID2Ak (t)P max
D2A "kt (10)

0£ pA2Dk (t)£ (1- ID2Ak (t))P max
A2D "kt (11)

where P max
D2A and P max

A2D are the maximal energy conversions
from DC bus to AC bus and from AC bus to DC bus, respec‐
tively; and ID2Ak is a binary variable. Constraints (10) and
(11) indicate that the MEMG can only convert electricity ei‐
ther from AC bus to DC bus or from DC bus to AC bus
within each time slot.

The constraints for BESS are given as:

0£ pESSdck ( )t £ IESSdck (t)P max
ESSdc "kt (12)

0£ pESSck (t)£ (1- IESSdck ( )t )P max
ESSc "kt (13)

eESSk (t)= ηESSeESSk ( )t - 1 +

PESSck (t)ηESScDt -
pESSdck (t)Dt

ηESSdc

"kt (14)

E min
ESS £ eESSk (t)£E max

ESS "kt (15)

eESSk (T)=EESS (0) "k (16)

where P max
ESSdc and P max

ESSc are the maximal discharging and
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charging rates of BESS, respectively; ηESSc, ηESSdc, and ηESS

are the charging, discharging and self discharging efficien‐
cies of ESS, respectively; E min

ESS and E max
ESS are the minimal and

maximal energy status of BESS, respectively; EESS (0) is the
initial energy stored in BESS; and IESSdck (t) is a binary deci‐
sion variable, indicating whether BESS is discharging or not.
Constraints (12) and (13) limit the BESS to only discharge
or charge within the given range in each time slot. (14)-(16)
depict the energy limitations of BESS.

The constraints for HVAC, power-to-gas facility, and EVs
are given as:

0£ pHVACk (t)£P max
HVAC "kt (17)

0£ pP2Gk (t)£P max
P2G "kt (18)

∑
iÎ EV

Dmin
EVik ( )t £∑

h= 1

t

pEVk (h) £∑
iÎ EV

AEVik ( )t "kt (19)

0£ pEVk (t)£NEVk (t)P max
EV "kt (20)

where P max
HVAC and P max

P2G are the maximal electricity consump‐
tions of HVAC and power-to-gas facility, respectively;
AEVik (t) and Dmin

EVik ( )t are the arrival curve and minimal de‐
parture curve of electricity demand of EV i in scenario k, re‐
spectively; EV is the set of EVs; NEVk (t) is the number of
charging EVs; and P max

EV is the maximal charging rate of EV.
Constraints (17) and (18) limit the electricity consumption of
HVAC and power-to-gas facility, respectively. Constraint
(19) gurantees the quality of charging service for each EV.
2) Constraints of Thermal System

The MEMG can manage both the heating and cooling bal‐
ances within the service area. The heating and cooling bal‐
ances during the scheduling horizon are given as follows.

ηCHPhvCHPk (t)+ qHSdck (t)+ ηGASvGASk (t)=
qBDHDk (t)+ qHDk (t)+ qACk (t)+ qHSck (t) "kt (21)

qCSdck (t)+ ηHVAC pHVACk (t)+ ηACqACk (t)=
qBDCDk (t)+ qCDk (t)+ qCSck (t) "kt (22)

where qBDHDk (t) and qBDCDk (t) are the heating and cooling
demands to control the indoor room temperature of residen‐
tial blocks, respectively; qHDk (t) and qCDk (t) are the heating
and cooling demands, respectively; qACk (t) is the heating
consumption of absorption chiller with efficiency ηAC; ηCHPh

is the heating efficiency of CHP; qHSck (t), qHSdck (t),
qCSck (t), and qCSdck (t) are the charging and discharging pow‐
er of heating storage and thermal storage, respectively; and
vGASk (t) is the gas consumption of gas boiler with efficiency
ηGAS. Equations (21) and (22) depict the heating and cooling
balances, respectively.

The indoor room temperature of a cluster of residential
buildings is managed via qBDHDk (t) and qBDCDk (t). Consider‐
ing the heat conduction effect, the indoor room temperature
model can be approximated by the Fourier’s law as:

qBDHDk ( )t - qBDCDk ( )t
Dt

= cair

Θ ink ( )t -Θ ink ( )t - 1

Dt
-

Θamk ( )t -Θ ink ( )t
RT

"kt (23)

where Θ ink (t) and Θamk (t) are the indoor temperature and
ambient temperature, respectively; cair is the air heating ca‐
pacity; and RT is the thermal resistance of building envelope.
To guarantee the thermal service quality, the indoor room
temperature should be guaranteed within the given range as:

Θmin
in £Θ ink (t)£Θmax

in "kt (24)

where Θmin
in and Θmax

in are the minimal and maximal limita‐
tions for the indoor room temperature, respectively.

The heating storage and cooling storage follow the same
dynamics compared to BESS as shown in (12)-(15) regard‐
ing the charging, discharging and energy storage.
3) Constraints of Gas System

Using power-to-gas facilities and gas storage, the gas bal‐
ance within MEMG can be depicted as:

vk (t)+ ηp2G pP2Gk (t)+ νGSdck (t)= vCHPk ( )t + vGSck ( )t +

vGVk (t)+ vGASk (t) "kt
(25)

where ηp2G is the power-to-gas efficiency; vGSck (t) and
νGSdck (t) are the charging and discharging rates of gas stor‐
age, respectively; and vGVk (t) is the gas consumption of gas
vehicles (GVs).

The constraints for the GV and CHP unit is depicted as:

0£ vGVk (t)£ vmax
GV NGVk (t) "kt (26)

∑
iÎGV

Dmin
GVik ( )t £∑

h= 1

t

vGVk ( )h £∑
iÎGV

AGVik ( )t "kt (27)

ICHP ( )t vmin
CHP £ vCHPk ( )t £ ICHP ( )t vmax

CHP "kt (28)

where vmax
GV is the maximal gas filling rate; NGVk (t) is the

number of GVs; AGVik ( )t and Dmin
GVik ( )t are the arrival curve

and minimal departure curve of gas demand from GV i in
scenario k, respectively, which can be interpreted similarly
as (19); and vmin

CHP and vmax
CHP are the minimal and maximal gas

consumptions of CHP, respectively.
The gas storage system follows the same power and ener‐

gy constraints to BESS, as shown in (12)-(15).

D. Problem Formulation of Two-stage Stochastic Program‐
ming

The proposed problem in (1)-(28) can be rewritten in the
following standard format:

min
xÎX

cT x+E ( )Q (xω) + ρ ×CVaRα [ ]cT x +E ( )Q (xω)
(29)

where x, in a more detailed description, is the first-stage de‐
cision variable; X is the constraints for the first-stage deci‐
sion variables, i. e., (4) - (7); Q (xω) is the recourse of the

second problem, i. e., Q (xω) = {min
yÎY (ω)

{qT y|Fy ³ h-Tx}}; y

is the second-stage decision variables in each scenario, i. e.,
y = {pUG,k ( )t , vCHP,k ( )t , pD2A,k ( )t , pA2D,k ( )t , pP2G,k ( )t , pESS,dc,k ( )t ,
pESS,c,k ( )t , IESS,dc,k ( )t , pEV ,i,k ( )t , eESS,k ( )t , qBD,HD,k ( )t , qBD,CD,k ( )t ,
qAC,k ( )t , qHS,c,k ( )t , qCS,c,k ( )t , qCS,dc,k ( )t , Θ in,k, vGS,dc,k ( )t , vGS,c,k ( )t ,
vGV,j,k ( )t , i ∈ EV, jÎGV, t ∈ T}, GV is the set of GVs. Y (ω)
is the scenario depedent constraint set for the second-stage
decision variables, i. e., (9) - (27). Fy ³ h-Tx represents the
coupling constraints between the first-stage decision vari‐
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ables and second-stage decision variables, i.e., (8) and (28);
ω is the possible realization of the uncertaint factors, i. e.,
ω = {pAC,k ( )t , pDC,k ( )t , pPV,k ( )t , DEV,min,i,k ( )t , AEV,i,k ( )t , pHD,k ( )t ,
pCD,k ( )t , Θam,k, Dmin

GV,i,k ( )t , AGV,i,k ( )t , NEV,k ( )t , NGV,k ( )t , "tÎ T }.
Problem (29) indicates that the MEMG operator aims to

minimize the operation cost of the MEMG, while satisfying
the constraints in both the day-ahead operation and real-time
operation. The quality of thermal service, charging service
and gas filling service can always be guaranteed when
ωÎΩ, as shown in (19), (24) and (27).

IV. QUALITY-OF-SERVICE RELAXED SCHEDULING

In this section, the quality of thermal service, charging ser‐
vice and gas filling service are relaxed to balance the opera‐
tion efficiency and quality of services. The relaxations are
formulated as joint chance constraints, extending (29) to a
two-stage joint chance constrained programming problem.

A. Relaxation of Quality of Services

To relax the specific quality of services, the indicator deci‐
sion variables ITHωIEVωIGVω are introduced for each scenar‐
io, resulting in different relaxed constraint sets YTH ( )ω ,

YEV ( )ω , YGV ( )ω , respectively, e. g., ITH,ω = 1⇒ y ∈ YTH (ω ).
The detailed expressions of relaxed sets are depicted as:

YTH (ω)=

ì

í

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

( )9 - ( )23

( )25 - ( )27

Θmin
in - ITHωM £Θ inω ( )t "ωt

Θ inω ( )t £Θmax
in + ITHωM "ωt

(30)

YEV (ω)=

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï

ï

( )9 - ( )18

( )21 - ( )27

∑
h= 1

t

pEVω ( )h £∑
iÎ EV

AEViω ( )t "ωt

∑
h= 1

t

pEVω ( )h ³∑
iÎ EV

DEViω ( )t - IEVωM "ωtÎ T\{T}

∑
h= 1

T

pEVω ( )h ³∑
iÎ EV

Dmin
EViω ( )T "ω

0£ pEVk ( )t £NEVk ( )t P max
EV + IEVωM "ωt

(31)

YGV (ω)=

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï

ï
ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ï
ïï
ï

( )9 - ( )25 ( )28

∑
h= 1

t

vGVω ( )h £∑
iÎGV

AGViω ( )t "ωt
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vGVω ( )h ³∑
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GViω ( )t "ω

0£ vGVk ( )t £NGVk ( )t vmax
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(32)

where M is a big scalar.
In (30), the indoor room temperature constraint is relaxed.

In (31), the charging service can be postponed to the end the

scheduling period, i.e., T. (32) can be interpreted in the same
way. The indicator variables ITH,ω,IEV,ω,IGV,ω enable the relax‐
ation of different service constraints to recover some infeas‐
bile second-stage problems. As shown in (29) - (32), it is
clear that Y (ω) ∩ YTH (ω) ∩ YEV (ω) ∩ YGV (ω) = ∅ if ITH,ω +
IEV,ω + IGV,ω⩽1, indicating that the relaxations of thermal ser‐
vice, charging service and gas filling service have no over‐
laps.

B. Two-stage Joint Chance-constrained Programming

By introducing the relaxation sets in (30)-(32), the follow‐
ing two-stage joint chance-constrained programming is for‐
mulated to realize the original constriant set Y (ω):

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

min
xÎX

ITHωIEVωIGVω

{ }cT x+E ( )Q (xω) +ρ×CVaRα [ ]cT x+E ( )Q (xω)

s.t. P{yÎY (ω)}>1-β
ITHω =1ÞYTH (ω)
IEVω =1ÞYEV (ω)
IGVω =1ÞYGV (ω)
"ωÎΩ

(33)

As shown in (33), the decision variables can guarantee the
quality-of-service with 1- β confidence level. As the uncer‐
tainty set Ω is approximated by finite samples, i.e., scenario
tree in this paper, problem (34) can be written as the follow‐
ing traditional two-stage stochastic model [35].
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ï

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

min
xÎX

ITHωIEVωIGVω

cT x +∑
ωÎΩ

πωqT y ( )ω + ρ ( )η+
1

1- α∑ωÎΩ

πωv ( )ω

s.t. v ( )ω ³ 0
v ( )ω ³ cT x + qT y ( )ω - η
yÎY ( )ω YTH ( )ω YFV ( )ω YGV ( )ω

∑
ωÎΩ

( )ITHω + IEVω + IGVω πω£ β

ITHω + IEVω + IGVω £ 1

(34)

Problem (34) is a mixed-integer linear programming prob‐
lem, which can be solved efficiently using commercial solv‐
ers. In this paper, problem (34) is programmed by Python
and solved by Gurobi.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Case Description

To realize the coordination among multiple energy sys‐
tems, a hybrid AC/DC MEMG is proposed as shown in Fig.
1. The electrical load profile, heating load profile, and cool‐
ing load profile are shown in Fig. 2, which are all given in
1000 scenarios. The parameter settings in this paper are
shown as follows. E min

ESS and E max
ESS are set to be 400 kWh and

1800 kWh, respectively; P max
ESSc and P max

ESSdc are set to be 800
kW and 1000 kW, respectively; ηESSdc and ηESSc are both set
to be 0.9; cESSc and cESSdc are both set to be 0.01 $/kWh;
ηCHPe and ηCHPh are set to be 0.4 and 0.35, respectively; P max

BIC

is set to be 5000 kW; ηBIC is set to be 0.95; P max
CHP is 6000
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kW; Gboiler is 8000 kW; P max
UG is 5000 kW; P max

HVDC is 5000 kW;
and the capacity of PV is 10000 kW. 1000 scenarios are gen‐

erated for the second-stage optimization, i.e., N = 1000. The
tolerance value tol in algorithm is set to 10-3.

To verify the effectiveness of proposed method, different
cases are formulated as follows.

1) Case 1: two-stage optimization is considered, mean‐
while the joint constraints are considered.

2) Case 2: only the first-stage optimization is considered.
Numerical tests are carried out on a laptop with an Intel

i7-4770 CPU and 16 GB of RAM. The optimization prob‐
lems in algorithm 1 are solved using the Gurobi solver.

B. Result Analysis

1) Bi-directional AC/DC Power Flow
To show the coordination between AC and DC sides of

MEMG, the power flow via the bi-directional AC/DC con‐
verter is shown in Fig. 3. The AC to DC power is shown as
the curved surface above the zero plane, while the DC to
AC power is shown as the curve surface below the zero
plane. Then, to show the effects of ESS, the state of charge
(SOC) of battery is shown in Fig. 4. From the above figure,
at first, when the PV power is almost zero, i.e., t = 0-5, 20-
24 hour, the DC load is mainly met by AC to DC converter.
When the DC load gradually increases, i.e., t = 5, 6 hour, the
AC to DC power is also increasing, and the battery discharg‐
es to further support DC load. After that, as the PV power
increases, the power demands also become larger, i. e., both
DC and AC loads increase during t = 10-16 hour. In those
time intervals, the PV output is beyond the maximal DC
load, which leads the PV power to change to AC via AC/DC
converter to support the AC load or battery charging, which
is shown as the surface below zero in Fig. 3 and the charg‐
ing event in Fig. 4.

From the above results, the integration of AC/DC convert‐
er can bring great flexibilities to meet both DC and AC
loads. The DC power for PV and AC power from UG and
CHP can coordinately operate to enhance the energy efficien‐
cy.
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2) Multiple Energy Flows
In conventional residential area, different energy carriers, i.

e., electricity, thermal power and gas, are working indepen‐
dently. In MEMG, various energy carriers work coordinately
to enhance the operation flexibility. To show those coordina‐
tions in MEMG, the power of CHP is shown in Fig. 5, the
power of heat storage is shown in Fig. 6, the power of cool‐
ing storage is shown in Fig. 7, and the power of power-to-
gas facility is shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 2(d) and (e), there are two demand impulses of
both heat and cooling demands in t = 6, 7 hour. The CHP re‐

sponds to those demand impulses and consumes the gas to
produce electricity and heat. The heat energy is stored and
both the heat and cooling storages are discharging in this pe‐
riod to satisfy the demand, which are shown as the deep val‐
leys in their energy curves in Figs. 6 and 7. After that, CHP
is shut-down since the total electricity demand is limited.
The thermal demands are then met by the coordination of
thermal storage and the gas boiler.

It should be noted that when t = 10-15 hour, the tempera‐
ture increases, and high air-conditioning power demand is re‐
quired. While in this time-period, the PV power is also in its
peak-hours. Then the PV power is converted to gas for the
gas boiler to meet the air-conditioning power demand, which
is shown as in Fig. 8.

The above results show that different energy carriers can
be coordinated flexibly in MEMG. The excess electricity can
be converted to gas for thermal demand. With the interac‐
tions between different energy carriers, the electric and ther‐
mal demand can both be satisfied and the flexibility of
MEMG can be enhanced.
3) EVs and GVs

The energy demand of vehicles is quite important in fu‐
ture MEMG. However, before complete electrification of ve‐
hicles, the GVs and EVs will co-exist in MEMG. To satisfy
their energy demands, the electric and gas sides of MEMG
should be operated in coordination, respectively. In this case,
the equilvalent energy of GVs are shown in Fig. 9, and the
charging power of EVs are shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 9, the energy peaks of GVs are in t = 10-15
hour and 20-24 hour. The first peak period corresponds to
the working hours, and the second one occurs when the vehi‐
cles come back for residence. From the results of EVs in
Fig. 10, the charging patterns are more periodic with three
peak hours, i.e., t = 10-15, 16-18, and 20-24 hour. From the
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above results, both the gas and electricity demands of vehi‐
cles can be satisfied.

C. Comprisons of Methods

1) Two-stage and Single-stage Comparisons
In this paper, a two-stage operation framework is prop‐

soed, which aims at the day-ahead operation and real-time
operation. To show the benefits of proposed two-stage oper‐
ating framework compared with single-stage one, the day-
ahead and real-time UG purchased electricity is shown in
Fig. 11.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, in the day-ahead market (first
stage), the MEMG purchases electricity from the upper UG,
which is shown as the upper surface. However, there are
many uncertainties during real-time operation of MEMG,
such as PV power, the arrival and departure of vehicles, and
the electric, heat and cooling power demand. To cope with
those uncertainties, the equipment in MEMG, i.e., CHP, gas
boiler, heat storage, and cooling storage, will adjust their
power, which are different with scenarios shown as different
cases in Figs. 3~10. Those adjustments may require extra en‐
ergy. Then in the real-time market (second stage), MEMG
will purchase more electricity, which is shown as the lower
surface in Fig. 11. The benefits of two-stage operation frame‐
work can be shown by the indoor temperature comparison
shown in Fig. 12.

From Fig. 12, without the two-stage operation framework,
the indoor temperature cannot be always held at 20 ℃ ,
Meanwhile, with the two-stage operation framework, the in‐
door temperature can be maintained at 20 ℃ . This result
demonstrates that the proposed two-stage operation frame‐
work can better withstand the operation uncertainties.

2) Result Comparisons in Different Relaxation Levels
In this section, the results of proposed model are com‐

pared in different relaxation levels. Different relaxation lev‐
els β, the computation times, gaps and objectives are shown
in Table I.

From the results, the proposed solution method can obtain
satisfactory solutions, i.e., optimal solution or low-gap solu‐
tions. It should also be noted that the relaxation will bring
extra computation burdens and lead to longer computation
time. However, even in the worst case, i. e., 20% relaxation
level, the proposed method can still get the solution in an ac‐
ceptable time, i.e., less than one hour for the day-ahead oper‐
ation. As the relaxation level increases, the objective of ob‐
tained scheme decreases.
3) Result Comparisons with and Without CVaR

In this section, the results with and without CVaR are
compared. The proposed method uses the objective function
defined in (29). The objective function without considering
CVaR is defined as (35). The results are compared in Table II.

min
xÎX

cT x +E [ ]Q(xω) (35)

The results show that the computation times with and
without CVaR are similar. Considering the CVaR in the ob‐
jective function, the operation risk is decreased since the
CVaR is reduced. The phenomenon demonstrates that the
proposed method can limit the operation risk of the obtained
operation schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a two-stage optimization scheme is proposed
for a hybrid AC/DC MEMG. In the first stage, the day-
ahead hourly electrical, heat and cooling scheduling plans
are optimized to minimize the operation cost. In the second
stage, the real-time electrical, heat and cooling scheduling
plans are optimized to minimize the expected operation cost
considering the uncertainty of forecasting errors.

The simulation results show that the operation efficiency
of MEMG can be increased by the coordination of different
energy carriers, i. e., excess electricity can be converted to
gas or thermal power to meet the demand, which will bring
about quite significant flexibilities for MEMG operation. In
addition, by sacrificing the quality of heating and cooling
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TABLE I
RESULT COMPARISONS UNDER DIFFERENT RELAXATION LEVELS

Relaxation level

0% relaxation

10% relaxation

20% relaxation

Time (s)

660.4

841.9

2661.4

Gap

Optimal, tol = 0.02%

Non-optimal, tol = 0.08%

Non-optimal, tol = 0.1%

Objective ($)

33398

33384

33378

TABLE II
RESULT COMPARISONS WITH AND WITHOUT CVAR

Method

Proposed method

Method without CVaR

Time (s)

660.4

662.3

CVaR ($)

7206

7794
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service, the operation cost can be further reduced. Practical‐
ly, the operator of MEMG can choose a proper compromise
between the quality of service and the economic benefits.
With the above simulation results, the proposed method veri‐
fies that the thermal system and electrical system can collab‐
orate via the MEMG.
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